65 buick rivieras for sale
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Sale 3. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 1. The only good thing I
can say about the car is that I feel safe in it. The body is solid unlike my old car. But we have
owned three cars before this and we have never had a problem like this one. I've had a dodge
truck and Suzuki and have had problems but not this! The car fell apart very quickly. I couldn't
get my daughter out with her car seat because its two door. The battery dies and we have to
charge it every other day and its our fourth battery we have bought. We have been to two
different mechanics that say the alternator is perfect brand new the car does make a squeak and
I can hear when my husband pulls in the drive way every day. I have never had a car eat so
much gas I wouldn't suggest this car to anyone. We cant take it any wherr because it stalls and
breaks down every where we go. The only good memory I have is taking our daughter home for
the first time but we had no ac! It offers passenger comfort and it drives very smooth so the
baby passes out the second she is in it. Its easy to drive and steer when it decides to not break
down. The body makes me feel safe. I feel like it will not be easy to hurt us in speeds under 30
mph. The room in the car is decent for the people in the front seats. It is pretty easy to drive for
being such a long car. The seats are leather so it is really easy to clean incase of a mess! And
that's good with a baby! The car is low but not too low to where it hits the ground. Perfect height
for Florida weather. And the trunk is very And the trunk is very large to store things in. Where
do I start!? The gear shifter has to slam into park for the car to turn off. Something is eating all
of the power in our battery - we buy so many batteries it's ridiculous!!! It is the worst car to have
a baby and take out of the back seat! I have taken my daughter out of many cars but this one
was a handful!!! The car makes a god awful sound the second you start up the car! The dash
board is entirely big for a car! Its the biggest and most ugly dash board I have ever seen. The ac
is broken and it will not work. The car is a piece of crap and I haven't been so unhappy with a
car. It was practically new when we got it last year. It sat in this rich old mans yard for years and
since we have had it has to have over a half tank of gas to not break down anywhere you stop!
Overall 4. I almost felt that it was indestructible. When we finally scrapped it, she had almost ,
miles on her. It had good pickup, was a quiet ride, and had nice leather seats, with a lot of room.
The trunk was extremely roomy. Everything about the car seemed to last a long time. The
interior never looked worn. This car was such a blessing in that it was so solid and reliable. The
door was so long and heavy that sometimes when my youngest child opened it, the door would
get stuck in our front lawn. An adult would have to extract it to close it. The spacious interior
and large trunk were a definite perk. It had very good pick up. It was very low maintenance- it
lasted almost , miles and had the original transmission. Had a nice interior that never cracked,

faded, or showed much wear. Did not get very economical gas mileage. Towards the end,
tended to use a lot of oil. It was only a two door, which was very inconvenient when our kids
were young. Also the doors were unusually heavy and large. We had to be careful when opening
them so as not to hit other cars when parking. Did not need many repairs, but when it did,
because so much was computerized, it tended to be expensive. Riviera Owner. The
supercharged engine is usually very reliable and has a lot of low end power. The driving
dynamics are comfortable but not floaty due to the fully independent suspension but don't
mistake this for a sports car as it's not. With that being said, it can hold it's own in the corners.
This is a large car that does not feel large however, it's only large in the outside and in terms of
trunk space. Inside is more of the feel of a personal luxury sports coupe and don't be surprised
at the lack of head room due to the sleek design. All that disappears when you put your foot into
it and experience the supercharged engine. When I first got it, I took it out for a neighborhood
drive. While at a quiet neighborhood stop sign, I floored and actually scared myself at both
wheels peeling out for 3 seconds or so, then I had a huge smile on my face. Poor paint quality in
certain areas around these model years. Doors are very heavy and hinges suffer over time. Low
headroom. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse
Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Paint is in good shape throughout with a good shine t
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information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This
Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
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Items 1. Used 2 Items 2. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 2.
Accepts Offers 1. Auction 1. Buy It Now 1. Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery
Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition Used.
Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Not finding what you're looking for?
Save 65 buick riviera to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. Buy It Now. Shipping
not specified. Classified Ad with Best Offer. Results matching fewer words. Classified Ad. Leave
feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last
updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for
international shipping options and costs. Make Buick. Model Riviera. The Buick Riviera. The
only year the front headlights are hidden in a clamshell. Complete Restomod. Real Head turner!
This is the perfect gangster car. Black matte wrap, custom interior of leather and suede, shaved
door handles with remote that pops doors. LS1 fuel injected motor, power seat, power windows,
backup camera, bluetooth, custom interior lighting with remote. JL Audio speakers, amp and
sub, billet grille and kill switch. Great chrome, finished trunk, new Michelins all around, and
deep dish boyd coddington rims. But when you go to car show. BTW-it sounds amazing! I do
not race, i cruise. It also is always garaged. I have had it for about 6 months and its starts up

first time, every time. Selling,baby on the way. Call with questions. David This is a Buick Riviera.
The car has been rebuilt from head to toe. Its not numbers matching. It is the perfect weekend
cruiser or run it to your local car show, it was rebuilt to be driven and enjoyed. The car has been
documented through a 4 year rebuild. Rebuild was completed in mid , engine break in is
complete and runs strong. I have photos of everything, the floor pans, frame. Power windows
manual vent windows , power drivers seat 4 way Air Conditioning via Vintage Air kit. So many
new parts, if its rubber, its new. If its electrical, its new All switches, motors and bulbs except
wiring, which was inspected pin to pin all insulation was sound and everything in the car works
Engine rebuilt - not numbers matching - bored. Original carb and manifolds. Aluminum timing
chain cover, new water pump. Air Cleaner as seen in pic is actually just modified from original
housing, so factory air filter still used. All holes were stripped back and filled with tack welding,
then rust inhibited and painted. New steering gear box, new power steering pump. Drive shaft
was rebuilt and balanced by pro shop. Transmission rebuilt by reputable shop in town. Axle was
torn down, center section inspected by shop and deemed serviceable. Installed back in axle
housing with new seals and new axle bearings. Brakes are all new seals, new shoes. Factory
Aluminum finned front drums. New master and brake booster. All steel of the body is straight
and original. No rust and decent paint. Paint has minor flaws. Chrome is in good condition, no
rust spots. Some stainless around the windows is dented and both bumpers are not straight
believe the car was jacked or towed by bumpers in past Interior is all reupholstered in Saddle
color vinyl using materials from Clarks Corvair. New headliner. I have sun visors but never redid
or installed. Dash was repaired with Dashtop cap, small chips in plastic of console Wood is
hand cut veneer, not the standard aftermarket kit. Radio is Custom Autosound with new front
and rear speaker. Used 2 channel speakers, so has good stereo sound. Radio has USB
connection for phone or MP3 player hook up and also has Amp preouts installed if you want to
add a sub later. Exhaust is 'factory' style kit made by Waldrons Exhaust, using their Imposter
muffler New fuel sending unit installed in gas tank that was removed and inspected. All lights
work, in and out. Power antenna works. Tires are new This car requires nothing, put gas in it
and drive. Brakes are still stock arrangement, suspension is still stock arrangement except
lower springs. Vintage Air was installed to clean up firewall for restomod- hot rod look. Have
questions feel free to ask. It was a fun project for me, now that Im done, its time for someone to
take it over. Enjoy it and make it your own. Deposit required within 24 hours via Pay Pal. Final
Payment within 3 days of auction end. Payment in Cash or cashiers check only. Please call
Carlo Connors at , or email at comoco comcast. Visit Please call Carlo Connors at , or email at.
This is a smoke-free automobile. There is no damage evident on this vehicle. The exterior
condition of this vehicle shows that it was garaged. The engine on this vehicle is running
properly. This vehicle has no known defects. The mileage represented on this vehicle is
accurate. There are no signs of prior damage on this vehicle. There are no noticeable dings on
the exterior of this vehicle. This vehicle has a smooth shifting transmission. All power
equipment is functioning properly. The exterior of this vehicle is extra clean. Extra clean
interior. Absolutely no rips, odors or abuse. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct
description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection
therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of
the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as
to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will
make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with this vehicle at the
buyers request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs
regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. We reserve the right to end an auction
early. All cars are immediately ready for delivery upon sale. Please call to make arrangements
for payment. Payment Types: Cash in person, Certified Funds, Institutional Financing All sales
transactions must be completed within 7 calendar days of auction close. Fees and Taxes Out of
state buyers are not charged tax, title, or license but are responsible for the documentation fee.
The customer is responsible for registering the vehicle in their home state. You will receive day
in-transit tags. Call or text "" to for more information. This spectacular motorcar has recently
had a full repaint to its factory color and is now ready to be shown or driven. Designed by Bill
Mitchell, he pulled out all of the stops with the hidden headlights behind the clamshell doors
only a one year offering. With its knife-edged contours and features such as hideaway
headlamps and flush window glass, the Riviera impressed the likes of Sergio Pininfarina and
Raymond Loewy. Its gleaming Seafoam Green Paint and Green interior combine to emphasize
the timeless beauty of Mitchell's great design. All numbers match, to our knowledge the engine
has never been out and is all original under the hood. It has the correct numbers matching

engine, also stamped LX on the engine pad, correct dual carb numbers only on a dual quad ,
and the ever so important BS transmission stamp only on Gran Sport models of that year. Also
has the finned fender liners and correct steering ratio only found on a Gran Sport in Original CA
Black plate car plates included with sale , original trim tag, receipts is included. Take it to the
next level, do things over time or keep as is. Very rare and desirable car. Metal flake and ghost
flames it doesn't get any better! Thank you for checking out our award winning mild custom
Riviera. With its modern drivetrain, show quality custom paint and those great wide whitewalls,
call it what you will - custom? Comfortable, reliable and fast. Come check it out. As with all the
cars we offer, we encourage independent inspection. Going up for sale today is my beautiful
Buick Riviera GS. Really a pretty awesome car finished in a very dark menacing green with
black interior. Originally a cubic inch car with dual quads. Someone blew the engine in the early
years of the car and an engine from a Riviera was installed in the car. So it currently has a cubic
inch engine that was completely rebuilt only miles ago and it shows. It runs and drives very nice
with plenty of get up and go. A real pleasure to drive and has a nice exhaust note but not
overbearing. Please take the time to view my video and all the photos if you are interested in
purchasing this fine, rare automobile. It was traded into me about a week ago and after driving it
all around here for a few days it is going into winter storage today. Paint and interior are in
outstanding condition with only a few small blemishes in a few small spots around the car,
certainly nothing a camera would pick up. I very much welcome all visits to inspect and drive
the car and would encourage you to do so if you are interested in purchasing. I have a real
passion for cars like this, love doing trades and meeting everyone in this hobby. Please call me
and I can answer any and all questions you may have. Cars like this Riviera only come up for
sale so often and especially in this kind of condition. My name is Michael Stanton and my
number is All inspections must be made before the auction ends on my cars. When you place a
bid on a vehicle, you are entering into a legal and binding contract to purchase the vehicle. This
arrangement is outlined in the eBay User Agreement. Super Sport Motors reserves the right to
obtain and verify the registered information of all bidders participating in this auction. Super
Sport Motors reserves the right to cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end the auction
early if necessary. Furthermore, Super Sport Motors shall not be liable for any such cancellation
for any reason. Bidders with only negative feedback or bid retractions need not bother to bid on
our vehicles. All members with zero 0 feedback must contact Super Sport Motors prior to
bidding to obtain approval to bid. Bidders must be 18 years old or older. Successful high bidder
MUST contact Super Sport Motors within 24 hours of the auction ending to make arrangements
to complete their transaction. The remainder must be received within five 5 business days.
Payment in full must be made before shipment of this vehicle. All financial transactions must be
completed within seven 7 days of the auction ending. Super Sport Motors has tried to disclose
all information known about this vehicle for the auction. Please be advised that used vehicles
will have typical scratches and dings inherent for their year and mechanical parts are subject to
fail. Super Sport Motors welcomes a buyer's inspection. If you plan to have a buyer's
inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Buyer is
responsible for any inspection charges and fees. This vehicle is being sold 'as is'. No
representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations or warranties
relied upon by bidders in making bids. Manufacturers' warranties may still apply. An extended
warranty may be available. Please contact us for details. Out of state buyers are responsible for
all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in the state that the vehicle will
be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be titled and
registered. Super Sport Motors can assist with shipping. Please contact Super Sport Motors for
details. Buyers are responsible for shipping costs. Our office hours are Monday-Sunday a.
Please read our complete descriptions. We guarantee no odometer rollback, salvaged titles,
reconditioned titles, or flooded cars. All our prime offerings are guaranteed clean titles and
clean title history. We fully detail and prepare our prime offerings, and you will receive a car in
such condition. All of our vehicles are equal in quality to 'front line,' top quality vehicles found
at Major Franchised dealerships nationally, yet sell at thousands of dollars less. If you have
questions on any of our vehicles, please call us at Because Super Sport Motors is a retail auto
dealership, the possibility exists that a vehicle could be sold while an auction is running. Super
Sport Motors may be forced to end an auction early if a buyer purchases the vehicle before an
auction ends. We strongly encourage bidders to consider using the 'Buy it Now' option when
bidding on our vehicles. We will protect those buyers who use the 'Buy It Now' feature to secure
their vehicle purchase. In the event that an auction is ended prematurely, we apologize to our
bidders. We expect everyone to do their due diligence and rely upon said due diligence when
making your buying decision!! Please contact us to get up-to-date prices. At our dealership we
work very hard to accurately describe our vehicles through text descriptions and elaborate

photos. When you purchase a pre-owned vehicle it is not a new vehicle. Any used vehicle can
have normal wear and blemishes. Before placing a bid please read the descriptions thoroughly
and view all pictures. Dealership has the right to end the auction at any time during auction.
WarrantyThe Exotic Warranty Company has developed exclusive opportunities to offer
extended warranties for every vehicle, any year, any make, any mileage and any model.
Guaranteed cover ages are available for your exotics, Bumper-to-bumper coverage for every
vehicle, and exclusive coverage option for those with a flare for Collectors editions. All service
contracts are under written by Fidelity Worldwide, a leader in service contracts. In business,
confidence is a priceless commodity, diligently earned and faithfully maintained. Especially
consumer confidence. Peace of mind is also important, so at Warranty Direct, everything we do,
and how we do it, brings comfort to those we serve. Our core values have been maintained and
earned over our 25 year history, well before we began offering our products over the Internet.
Financing Buying what you want is easier when you can make affordable monthly payments.
Ford Credit is much more than a automotive finance provider. Having financed more than 50
million vehicles worldwide since the company was founded in , Ford Credit continues to be a
pioneer in the auto financing industry. Applying online is fast, convenient and secure. Specialty
Auto Financing J. Offering long terms and low rates, financing is available for most model cars
ranging from to today. With the most knowledgeable staff available, and loan approvals as fast
as 5 minutes J. Let us help you finance your next vehicle. Begin by clicking the credit
application button, print, and fax us your completed application. Our finance team will work to
get you the best financing options available. All sales transactions must be completed within 5
days of auction close. International buyers full payment must be in our bank within 7 days.
Please call the dealership to make arrangements for payment. Your bid is a legally binding
contract. All deposits are non-refundable. As all pre-owned vehicles this vehicle will be sold
"as-is" unless otherwise stated. Extended warranties are available for purchase. Please contact
for further detailed information on this vehicle. We would be happy to assist with shipping
arrangements or transportation from our local airport with prior arrangements. NOTE: If the
deposit is not received within forty-eight hours, 2 business days or if the sale is not complete
within 5 days of the close of the auction, we reserve the right to sell to the next highest bidder
or to another qualified buyer. Terms: Auction PoliciesCustomers with zero or negative feedback
on eBay Motors please contact us prior to bidding. Otherwise, we reserve the right to cancel
your bid. Understand this is only to protect the integrity of the auction. Winning bidder must
contact the dealership within 24 hours of the auction close and the purchase transaction
completed within 5 calendar days. We reserve the right to re-list or sell the vehicle in the event
of a non-paying bidder. Buyer PickupA representative from our dealership can be available for
pickup at area airports when necessary. Buyers must schedule pickup prior to making travel
arrangements. Up for sale is my Buick Gran Sport. Car is from California and is free of any rust
or any rust repair. Has is matching ci V8 LX code engine with twin 4-barrel carter AFB
carburetors, coupled to the Turbo super turbine automatic transmission specially calibrated for
higher shift speeds. This buick only has miles. Car is in great condition. Body:As you can see
by the pictures the paint is very nice, panels are very straight, chrome is in excellent condition,
stainless too. Grill is excellent, headlights work great. Interior has been redone at some point
and is in very good condition. Al the weatherstripping is nice and not dry. Car is fully loaded
with working ice cold AC, power window, power vent window, power driver seat, power antenna,
speed warning, rare FM radio and tilt. Everything is working even the clock!!!!! Car runs and
handle great. Email questions, I have a lot of pictures. Car is located in southern California, and
is available for inspection. Greg The 1 year restoration includes a paint strip to bare metal any
rust was cut out and replaced with metal. Filled sanded and primed 5 times and finished in base
clear clear coat to its original color of Champagne Mist, this Buick Riviera Gran Sport is
complemented by the well-appointed Saddle Interior. New floor Heat shield and new carpeting.
The front and rear bumpers have the original Chrome but all stainless trim was removed, dents
taken out and polished to a mirror finish. The original interior is in impressive condition,
including the gauge lenses, trim, chrome and stainless. The headlight motor was replaced with
a rebuilt original and every joint was restored and greased and work perfectly. The trunk was
refinished, painted and CARS trunk cloth and cardboard installed as original. Complete with
matching spare tire and road wheel with factory jack and mounting hardware. I have been
waiting weeks for one to come in and as soon as it does it will be installed along with several
missing decals. I have spent over hrs on this car. It is a concours paint job but the car is not a
concours car as the body was not off but rather an body on restoration. I am a believer in
keeping as much original as possible and by doing so you do have parts that show wear. This is
a great looking and driving car and could even get a jr and senior at Hershey but would not win
at Riviera Owners concours due to all of the original parts with wear finishes. I want to

represent the car as I see it. Others tell me its perfect but I am a Rolls Royce judge and a
perfectionist. There were Flowmaster rear mufflers on when I bought the car and they appeared
very new so I left them on. I also installed 5 new Kumo tires which have a few hundred miles on
them. Yes I know the wheels should be grey and the caps are from a 66 But I liked that look and
can easily be changed if your a purist. I got a lot of info from the Riv owners when I did this car
and I tried to be correct as much as possible. I am retired and try to do a different car about
every 2 years. I had the car out today and it can burn the tirs off at a standing start. It does not
spoke or use oil. The engine and transmission were rebuilt by the previous owner. I have all the
receipts. The Grand Sport is powered by the cubic inch, Super Wildcat , which produces
Horsepower and a whopping ftlbs. This rebuilt motor features a slight cam increase and a
higher compression ratio and dual four barrel carburetors and a Posi-traction rear differential
with a 3. The console shifted Turbine transmission shifts smoothly, and the suspension along
with Power Steering, brakes, and radial whitewall tires maintain this luxury muscle cars
cloud-like ride. It handles extremely well for a 50 year old car and tracks absolutely straight! The
front and rear suspension have been gone over and any needed rubbers or bushing were
replaced hence the great handling. I can be contacted by phone with questions as I am NOT a
dealer but a restorer. The engine puts out HP and lbs. Other features include: power steering
and brakes, as well as power windows. And the headlights do work! This car is simply
gorgeous, and must be seen to be appreciated. Call David with any questions or to arrange an
inspection. The first car is a Buick Riviera with white interior. This car has been sitting in a barn
and smells like mouse pee. They are rusty. Great for parts cubic inch engine with non stock 4
bbl carb. Head casting number Bj. Runs and movesPower windows. Good glassLimited slip
posi rear-end not sure of ratio. No air cleanerWas an air condition car but the air conditioning
pump and related parts are not there. Not original carb. No air cleanerNot sure if this is original
engine. Correct for the time period. Looks to be original. This car was found with the other.
Rusty and stinky. Parts car. Head number This car is almost complete. Hood ornament missing,
Trunk latch cover broke, Riviera emblem broke, No air cleaner. Car at this time doesn't run. We
will try to get it running. No vin tag. Corroded off. Clean title. They have a lot of good parts. We
are open to offers. We will help load if you need to ship them. This car is for sale locally also.
Monroeville, PA. Martinsburg, WV. Sacramento, CA. South Milwaukee, WI. Collegedale, TN.
Chester Twp, NJ. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Buick
Riviera. Year Make Buick Model Riviera. Buick : Riviera Base Hardtop 2-Door buick riviera base
hardtop 2 door 7. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. For Sale. Real Estate. Post an Ad. Clear Vehicles 1K Cars. Makes 3K Buick. Year
Select year from or older Select year to or older Search results for " buick rivi
how to change brake pads honda civic
96 subaru legacy
peugeot partner van manual
era" Cars for sale in California. Date newest first Relevance Price lowest first Price highest first.
With this there were only produced in which makes Extensive ground up restoration with
attention to detail! This is a a real head-turning Buick Super Riviera that is rust free, looks great
and runs well. Turbo trans. Power windows, Power Juniper Hills California Cars. CA display
room and any More info coming soon, trades welcome, se habla espanol. Kindly Call us Exterior
color: Black. Interior color: Black. Transmission: Automatic. Fule type: GAS. Engine: Auto
Trans, Interior in excellent condition. Wired hubcaps. Half rebuilt motor, always I have for sale
this flawless Buick Riviera. This car comes equipped with power windows, Contact us at sales
specialtysales. Contact us at or sales specialtysales. Exceptionally clean Buick Riviera.
Finished in Finished in pearl white with a pearl Designated trademarks and brands are the
property of their respective owners. Stay Connected: Facebook.

